Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Surgery and Transplantation Book Collection 2016

Convenient access to nearly 100 resources from one of the world’s leading medical and health sciences publishers.

Collections are a cost-effective way to quickly expand your electronic book offerings.

At nearly 100 titles, this comprehensive package has something for everybody. Whether it’s general surgery texts like Greenfield’s Surgery: Scientific Principles and Practice or surgical specialty area resources such as Mastery of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Chapman’s Orthopaedic Surgery, General Thoracic Surgery, and Glenn’s Urologic Surgery, this collection has plenty of titles to cover your surgical content needs.

What’s Included

- Abrams’ Angiography: Interventional Radiology
- Acute Care Surgery
- Adult Hip, The: Hip Preservation Surgery
- Anesthesiologist’s Manual of Surgical Procedures
- ASSH Manual of Hand Surgery
- Bailey’s Head and Neck Surgery - Otolaryngology Review
- Bailey’s Head and Neck Surgery: Otolaryngology
- Cardiopulmonary Bypass and Mechanical Support: Principles and Practice
- Cardiopulmonary Bypass and Mechanical Support: Principles and Practice
- Cardiothoracic Surgery Review
- Clinical Anesthesia Procedures of the Massachusetts General Hospital
- Clinical Scenarios in Surgery: Decision Making and Operative Technique
- Colon and Rectal Surgery: Abdominal Operations
- Colon and Rectal Surgery: Anorectal Operations
- Color Atlas of Oculoplastic Surgery
- Complications in Surgery
- Comprehensive Textbook of Perioperative Transesophageal Echocardiography
- Cormack’s Colon and Rectal Surgery
- CT and MRI of the Abdomen and Pelvis: A Teaching File
- Fischer’s Mastery of Surgery
- Fractures
- Function and Surgery of the Carotid and Vertebral Arteries
- Glenn’s Urologic Surgery
- Grabb and Smith’s Plastic Surgery
- Grabb’s Encyclopedia of Flaps (3 volume set)
Greenfield's Surgery: Scientific Principles and Practice
Handbook of Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary Surgery
Handbook of Patient Care in Cardiac Surgery
Johns Hopkins ABSITE Review Manual, The
Khonsari's Cardiac Surgery: Safeguards and Pitfalls in Operative Technique
Learning Strabismus Surgery: A Case-Based Approach
M.D. Anderson Surgical Oncology Handbook, The
Master Techniques in General Surgery: Breast Surgery
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: Pediatrics
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The Elbow
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The Hand
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The Hip
Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: The Spine
Master Techniques in Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery: Head and Neck Surgery: Volume 2: Thyroid, Parathyroid, Salivary Glands, Paranasal Sinuses and Nasopharynx
Master Techniques in Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery: Reconstructive Surgery
Master Techniques in Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery: Rhinology
Master Techniques in Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery: Skull Base Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Cardiac Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Esophageal Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Gastric Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Hernia
Master Techniques in Surgery: Thoracic Surgery: Lung Resections, Bronchoplasty
Master Techniques in Surgery: Thoracic Surgery: Transplantation, Tracheal Resections, Mediastinal Tumors, Extended Thoracic Resections
Master Techniques in Surgery: Vascular Surgery: Arterial Procedures
Mastery of Cardiothoracic Surgery
Mastery of Endoscopic and Laparoscopic Surgery
Mathog’s Atlas of Craniofacial Trauma
McGlamry’s Comprehensive Textbook of Foot and Ankle Surgery
Michigan Manual of Plastic Surgery
Minimally Invasive Foot and Ankle Surgery
Operative Standards for Cancer Surgery
Operative Techniques in Breast, Endocrine, and Oncologic Surgery
Operative Techniques in Colon and Rectal Surgery
Operative Techniques in Foot and Ankle Surgery
Operative Techniques in Foregut Surgery
Operative Techniques in Hand, Wrist, and Elbow Surgery
Operative Techniques in Hand, Wrist, and Forearm Surgery
Operative Techniques in Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary Surgery
Operative Techniques in Joint Reconstruction Surgery
Operative Techniques in Laparoscopic Colorectal Surgery
Operative Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery
Operative Techniques in Orthopaedic Trauma Surgery
Operative Techniques in Pediatric Orthopaedic Surgery
Operative Techniques in Shoulder and Elbow Surgery
Operative Techniques in Spine Surgery
Operative Techniques in Sports Medicine Surgery
Operative Techniques in Surgery
Operative Techniques in Thoracic and Esophageal Surgery
Operative Techniques in Transplantation Surgery
Operative Techniques in Vascular Surgery
Orbital Surgery: A Conceptual Approach
Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials: Spine
Pediatric and Adolescent Knee Surgery
Pediatric Cataract Surgery: Techniques, Complications and Management
Plastic Surgery Complete: The Clinical Masters of PRS: Breast Augmentation
Plastic Surgery Complete: The Clinical Masters of PRS: Breast Lift
Plastic Surgery Complete: The Clinical Masters of PRS: Breast Reconstruction
Plastic Surgery Complete: The Clinical Masters of PRS: Breast Reduction
Pocket Orthopaedic Surgery
Prove It! Evidence-Based Analysis of Common Spine Practice
Sternberg’s Diagnostic Surgical Pathology
Surgery of the Breast: Principles and Art
Surgery Review
Surgical Exposures in Orthopaedics: The Anatomic Approach
Textbook of Spinal Surgery
Transplant Infections
Trauma Manual, The: Trauma and Acute Care Surgery
Washington Manual of Surgery, The
Washington Manual of Surgical Pathology, The